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Abstract 
Electronic Control Units (ECUs) are in almost every non-trivial physical sys
tem you use today -automotive, telecommunication, avionics, you name it. 
Software design for ECUs that gives life to such systems is growing exponen
tially, with ECU development costs even dominating development costs for 
the total system in some domains. For example, today's cars contain 6Q-100 
ECUs, whose development costs are 12-35% of the total cost. 

ECU designs constitute an excellent challenge for formal methods. They 
often realize safety critical functions, need to deliver their response under hard 
real-time constraints, are most often hybrid in nature, and are increasingly 
realized in a distributed fashion. 

This talk reports on results on verifying industrial ECU designs both in 
avionics and automotive and discusses challenges in extending the power of 
the currently available verification technology. 
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